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By gee, last night, I had a shockingly bad time with

toothache. It seemed to me that the quicker the offending

object was attended too, the better. Of course to call one of my

own teeth an object really showed that it was now only a dead

type of appendage. Of course a diagnosis by a qualified Dental

Operator had not been carried out. So it was over to a friend

of mine who had some minor Dental Problem, in the last few

months. Seems he has a better “Group of Fangs” that he had

bestowed upon him than yours truly (ME).

I do not like the idea of anyone toying around with hands in

my mouth, and those metal things, which I am sure have

names which, I do not know, and have no intention, in

enquiring about, Suppose it is a Dental phobia-not much in a

name, I really imagine that there is some treatment for this

type of condition—one treatment session--- would do me as

my mind has been made up, in the distant past, to have all

those pain situations, removed once and for all.

Dental Health, when do I have all my teeth out and “All Out all

In” is the last session I will have to endure, Do not believe this

my friend!!



Steve, my friend, was given the chance to get mobile in the

Dental Field. Good old Steve arranged for me to have an

emergency appointment, after that extremely painful night.

Apart from my phobia, things went well. Once fixed up, for

the shocking pain, I was thinking too forget the rest of my

Dental plans. But no, I was going to persevere. And become a

Denture cripple for the rest of my journey on this place.

By the way, my name is



Andrew-----Aged 39



Married to (my lovely soul mate)

Son—and a very cheerful lad



Veronica—About 33

Adam-------Aged 12



Daughter No model-Astrophysics! Rebecca---Aged10 3/4

Of course the first, of six appointments was, to meet all the

members of Dr. Saul’s (Surname) Team--Operators, Nurses,

Receptionists and Technicians. No real conversations were

had. And I do not play golf!! I sat in the reception area, and

had a feeling time was not mine. I waited.

There was only one other victim. And like me a few weeks

ago. But with a towel around his cheeks and lips !!

On the Coffee Table, some relief, Time Magazine---National

Geographic There was a magazine on, well it seemed to me

some thing to do with your, mouth and those things called teeth.

There were many adds in the magazine. But a few of the Dental

articles caught my attention, only because of the really

magnificent smiles of the models, who were, of cause, picked for



their extremely beautiful teeth, which had to be the result of a



number things, such as discipline and a regime that was

followed on a daily basis. Of necessity, their demeanor would

have been very, very pleasant. To find this out, conversation

would have to be partaken, This would entail a number of

questions being asked such as sport, diet etc.

Then again, there are some models that only avail themselves

in work that does only entail looks. Personality is really on

the “Back Burner.”

Browsing through a few magazines that were fairly recent

editions. I began to wonder why these names—Fluorine and

Fluoride—were, believe it or not, cropping up in every

edition.

What have we here, my enquiring mind thought, apart from

my “Thing” about where I was, (In a Dental Office) I really

want to get to the bottom of things in general, and have a

thought or two, plus, to sort out, when,where,critical analytical,

and specially, affects on my family Veronica, Rebecca, Adam,

and may I ?----- Andrew. I thought a good idea would be for me

to ask the receptionist if she would mind to copy, some of the

articles, on these substances. When I asked the lovely girl, she

said that I could have some of the earlier editions- they were

not that old at all, six months, some earlier. As I found out later,

but not that much, the time factor was not that important, due

mainly to fact that my interest and enquiring mind, found out

very soon that Fluorine is an Element, and Fluoride, is Fluorine

with an electron added, called an Inorganic Anion, Number 9 on

the Table of Elements. I did chemistry at College, and this



information came out from under the ubiquitous pile of leaves,

near one of the lobes in my brain, left, after my education. It

seems as if there is a dental—Fluorine!!!---Fluoride relationship

and antagonists, do not gel in any way, and the old business of

repairing broken bridges, I can say, is along way away, I think it

can be said that the children of the world and I mean East and

West, are the ones to suffer. And was I to find out in a very big

way, how much pain and suffering, disease, infection—and a

lack of caring---in general, I was thinking a minute ago, how are

we allowed to show a complete lack of awareness in the

condition, of our children’s teeth and oral health. Should we be

caring of other parents children, I am saying, teaching in the

third world, on Dental Issues, has to include parental education

to help their own children. And, and a definite foot forward for

us all---Dental Conditions, are preventable and rife. Pain

related to preventable and avoidable, oral conditions I, am

saying conditions, because to say. A disease, to say that Dental

Caries is, I was to find out, much much later , not only tended to

cause guilt in those denying, that an avoidable treatment for a—

Disease, Condition, Malady, Ailment, plus of course pain that in

many parts of the body, can be relieved. Hey- Hey. I myself had

that Dental Malady back about 6 weeks ago that means that me

myself had a treatment for a Condition. At a stage, I wondered

whether I should have had Root Treatment. I was talked to in a

very informal way about this—By the way it was not yesterday,

that my dilemma, was in action. Cynical-I ? Root Treatment was

talked, and dismissed. For reasons of, future treatment (Crowns,

Bridges)if the tooth was lost but no, the dental cripple me, was

in action . Every thing was in a situation of flux in the Western

World Dental World. Not for Andrew though—but he was in



the mood of taking a good look at some of the dental arenas

coming up. He was always in the quest of, wait for it, that is

right, Something, He was a very astute fellow and really

believed in, no. 1 adage “The Devil finds work for idle hands “—

has to be a Devil of course. And did not take notice of adages

Anyway. Anyhow elsewhere. Things to do! Andrew decided to

take the “Proverbial Bull” by the horns. It did not take too long ,

at all, for Andrew to find out that Fluorine-Element 9,on the

periodical, was a real NO NO, of an element the most reactive of

the elements, when that is said, remember a gas is F, a lot of

people ashen when they see that, there is another gas rather

than F, and that is Cl—Chlorine. Not delving, here, but for

interest, there are 7 other gases, 6 are what are called the inert

gases, a very small number of reactions, if any! ( If you, want to

know about these and all elements, natural and artificial—

http://www.ptable.com------is the place for you.)

It is about time that we asked what was his occupation. College

education, and studied Chemistry to that level, and other

subjects. Naturally he applied for a no of positions. And he was

not out in the acumen department. Andrew applied for a

position, not in a foundry, but in a labourity . Actually this a bit

hard to guess, the actual definition was --- designing and

formulating, Alloys, in labourity conditions. Great things

were to come. Andrew has been doing a number of things.

Military contracts not excluded. Not a full knowledge, but he is

a very rounded person.



The dental condition of Andrew, he anticipated himself, was

not that urgent. Of course—idle hands, nothing was not for

Andrew.

On the shelf in the kitchen, Andrew remembered the magazines

from the Reception Room, at the dentist’s. Did he see a chance

to use—whatever he had—and he did know that he had what

others had to know (Reader, read the last sentence again)

Andrew was in the prime position, to know why, his labours

were required, for the alloys. The fact that he had spare time, in

his new position, he knew waste not---the one and biggest of

Time itself----Time. Waste time and you are a time wasteractually think.

Magazines are usually known, judged, by their covers,

giveaways, shininess, thickness, position in the rack etc.

Obviously, Andrew was in no concern, with this marketing.

He browsed through those Dental Magazines, at home, and

having an acute sense of the rights of man. He discovered a lot

of the reading space was had, by the fact that he was taught at

College. ‘To thine own self be true” Polonius to Hamlet and

Laertes his son! In Hamlet.

One day Andrew thought he would take Adam to the Dental

Office with himself. It was one of the two appointments for

impressions for Andrew. If it was to be an immediate denture.

No real loss of looks would be suffered. It was a good for Adam,

to really associate with his father.



Here is the position I have been looking for, Father, Son, and

Health

In this case, Dental, for our boy Adam in the future,. Let us think

of a few, Things Dental.

Where I am going to start? Let us start by saying,

Cleanliness -- Is next to Godliness

Accidents happen to occur. Try to avoid them.

Diet, Mum will help you with this. Big words are coming up.

Dietician, Will we all give up fermentable carbohydrates?

Looking after what we have got, looking after ME of course,

when we think of this. It is extremely essential and, If were are

here but ME being extremely selfish what is he going to put on

for the children.

Money Donation for funding toothpaste, toothbrush and

mouthwashes

Leaders in the community, I am speaking to you, never, never.

Do nothing----Dental pain, Is in the great majority and number

of cases extremely painful. And in a h—l of a number of cases

could have been relieved. By prevention-----F- ------A silly type of situation, would be “Coca --- Cola” swallowed

with a can of Coke for breakfast. Not only one breakfast but for

the rest of the week.

After all these events there is only two solutions, as it seems to

me.



Most of us should know that prevention with Car seat

belts is necessary. Seat Belts. The point here is that it is

preventable. Other examples will come.

What is the point if you do not have prevention? Trauma to

young children is the equivalent to the lack of Fluoride

Prevention, for their teeth this means, avoid dental trauma ,

and once again Dental Prevision -------- F- ------ is a definite

Preventive measure

I know that Andrew is a very able father and able to go with

best advice. We are going to get some advice- but of course is

it the best. Hence politics. Andrew was in a position, to enquire

about much of the political problems that were bestowed on a

number of voters, before (results, needed) and after ( looking

for results). This was at the Local Council Elections.

Andrews’s appointment, with the dentist was tomorrow. As

usual, Andrew was not late, his philosophy demanded, a type of

attitude. That he could be true to. That is not sloppy, as simple

as that, of course dirt was out the door before any philosophical

thoughts.

In the waiting room, of course Andrew waited. The

receptionist from before beckoned Andrew to her desk and

asked if he had seen the latest edition of the magazine, that

Andrew had received from her last time. The receptionists

name was Lenora, and a lovely girl she was, and of course she

still is. Andrew was slightly intrigued, about at the offer of the

magazine. Lenora gave it to Andrew and said look up page 8,

knowing a bit about human nature, thought that it was quite



near the front of the publication, meaning of course that it was

meant to be read before page 58. A lot of the pages were

devoted to advertising. Back to page 8.

A double open page, and too bring this to the attention of

Readers.

And particularly Andrew.

THIS

FLUOROSIS is a Dental Problem BEWARE.

I am fairly sure that Beware in a journal, would be a slight

Red Rag to Andrew and how right I was, Crimson would be the

right terminology, and Andrew knows that Beware can be used

in just about any connotation that has been thought of even

(Beware of the dog he bights) and there is no sign of the animal,

of course, because there is not one. The readers were of course

to come to similar conclusions.

Of course this analogy, would turn into it is a small dog which,

of course would be no trouble at all. Andrew, as astute as he

was, soon had a chance, on the same day, to realise that

something was going to be similar, to this substance, Fluorosis,

if it was a substance, He soon found out that it was a condition

of a very, very small no of teeth. In the whole population.

Andrew found out soon enough that knowing himself, the

condition had to be ascertained as to be what ever it was and if

there were variations of the features, why, how, maybe when,

treatments. Of this Fluorosis He was certain that it was going to

be a long battle, which with, he did not know, but his knowledge

of the nature of humans was to mean, a battle of the Mind, and

the Psyche. Readers, there are a number of images. Of the

condition known as FLUOROSIS They will be able to be perused
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